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Introduction
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) caused by a mechanical insult on
the head (e.g. in sports or traffic accidents) causes high mor-
tality and disability. TBI occurs when the local mechanical re-
sponse of the brain tissue exceeds certain tolerance levels.
Insight in the local mechanical response of brain tissue is
needed to improve injury protecting devices and diagnostic
methods. The local brain response is often predicted using
Finite Element (FE) models (Figure 1). Current FE head mod-
els assume linear viscoelastic material behaviour while brain
tissue exhibits non-linear viscoelastic behaviour [2]. In this
study we develop a non-linear viscoelastic material model for
brain tissue and apply it in a FE head model.

Figure 1: Finite Element Model of the head developed at Eindhoven
University of Technology [1]: right part of geometry shown,
separated in skull, meninges and brain tissue structures.

Methods
Brain tissue shear material behaviour is determined experi-
mentally. A non-linear viscoelastic material model has been
developed and implemented in an explicit FEA package [3].
The effect of modelling non-linear material behaviour on pre-
dicted mechanical response is investigated in a FE model
subjected to an eccentric rotation in the sagittal plane [3,4].

Results
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Figure 2: Validation of non-linear viscoelastic material model by 3D
FE simulation of stress relaxation experiments on rotation

viscometer with porcine brain tissue [2]: Left: Strain dependent
non-linear behaviour. Right: Stress relaxation results
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Figure 3: Contour plots of maximum Von Mises stress and strain in
a sagittal plane of the brain show effect of modelling non-linear

versus linear viscoelastic material behaviour.

Conclusions
◦ New non-linear constitutive model describes stress re-

laxation experiments with brain tissue adequately
◦ Application in a FE head model affects levels of strain

(+21%) and stress (-11%) but does not alter spatial and
temporal distribution

◦ Non-linear material modelling is needed for quantita-
tive prediction of response

◦ Linear modelling suffices for matching stress & strain
patterns to injury locations

Future research
◦ Investigation of different impact situations and effects

of other model assumptions (boundary conditions)
◦ Determination of injury tolerance levels using in-vitro

cell/tissue models
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